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Strokes  Are  Skyrocketing  in  Young  People.  Pfizer  &  Moderna  COVID-19  mRNA  Vaccines
Showed Safety Signals for Strokes as Early as November 2021, But These Were Ignored.

By Dr. William Makis, April 12, 2023

Joe recalled how he had to ask a teacher for help opening his locker because he physically
couldn’t get this hand turn the lock. But Joe shrugged it off and went about his day. Then he
started having problems walking during recess later that day. Joe said he would try to walk,
but his leg wouldn’t move.

US Maternal Death Rates Up Sharply

By Dr. Peter McCullough, April 13, 2023

Modern obstetrical care in the US has had a major impact in reducing maternal death rates
over several decades. Now there is reversal of these trends. From the start of the pandemic
there have been reports with mixed results for mortality among pregnant women with
COVID-19 infection and after COVID-19 vaccination.

History: Greater Serbia. A Western-backed Myth

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, April 12, 2023

Much space, time, and effort have been devoted to the recent history of West Balkans, and
in particular in the latest political upheavals, about the alleged project of Greater Serbia
especially by Western authors either academic scholars or journalists. The issue must be,
however, considered together with its counterparts from Croatia (a Greater Croatia) and
Albania (a Greater Albania).
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Will It Never Stop? From Forever War to Eternal War

By Karen J. Greenberg, April 12, 2023

“It is time,” President Biden announced in April 2021, “to end the forever war” that started
with the invasion of Afghanistan soon after the tragic terror attacks on this country on
September 11, 2001. Indeed, that August, amid chaos and disaster, the president did finally
pull the last remaining U.S. forces out of that country.

U.K. Oncologist Warns Cancers Are Rapidly Developing Post-COVID Vaccination

By The Expose, April 12, 2023

Dr. Angus Dalgleish, a renowned oncologist practising in the UK, recently wrote an open
letter to the editor-in-chief of the medical journal The BMJ, urging the journal that harmful
effects of Covid injections be “aired and debated immediately” because cancers and other
diseases are rapidly progressing among “boosted” people.

U.S. Intel Leak Reveals 50 Elite British Troops in Ukraine

By Phil Miller, April 12, 2023

Rishi Sunak has secretly deployed dozens of special operations forces (SOF) in Ukraine
without telling parliament,  leaked US intelligence files appear to show. Britain had 50 SOF
personnel  in  the war  zone last  month according to  a  slide  marked “secret”  and “not
releasable to foreign nationals”.

Kiev Losing Control of Its Own Intelligence Service

By Lucas Leiroz de Almeida, April 12, 2023

According to a recent report, Kiev’s intelligence service is carrying out operations without
previous authorization from President Vladimir Zelensky. Ukrainian spies would even be
responsible  for  unauthorized  attacks  in  Belarus,  creating  high  risks  of  irresponsible
internationalization of the conflict.

The Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) on Trial for War Crimes — Tony Blair’s Former Allies
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By Mark Curtis, April 12, 2023

Four members of the Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA) are being tried at The Hague for war
crimes  during  the  1999 conflict  over  Kosovo.  In  that  war,  the  KLA was  seen  by  the  UK as
terrorists but was covertly and overtly supported by the Labour government.

Every 11th Has Its 13th: Time to Dismantle Monroe Doctrine Politics

By Michelle Ellner, April 12, 2023

On  April  11,  2002,  there  was  an  attempted  coup  against  President  Hugo  Chavez‘s
democratically  elected  government  in  Venezuela.  Chavez  had  prioritized  programs  to
improve living conditions for those who were previously unrepresented, and established an
independent foreign policy in favor of the nation’s interests.

Universities and the AUKUS Military-Industrial Complex

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, April 12, 2023

The AUKUS distraction could not have come at a better time.  The tertiary sector in Australia
is becoming increasingly cadaverous, marked by cost-cutting, rampant casualisation and
heavy teaching and workloads for those battling away in the pedagogical trenches.
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